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• The State of Queensla nd 
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• The State of South Australia 

• The State of Tasmania 

• The Australian Capital Territory 
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Intergovernmental Agreement on the 
National Redress Scheme for Institutional 
Child Sexual Abuse 

RECITALS 

1. The Commonwealth and participating state and territory governments wish to enter Into 

this Intergovernmental Agreement (Agreement) to record the Parties', agreement on certain 

aspects of the National Redress Scheme for institutional child sexual abuse (the Scheme). 

The development and implementation of the Scheme Is a shared responsibility of the 

Commonwealth and participating state and territory governments. 

2. The Parties enter into this Agreement in recognition of the importa,nce of establishing a 

national redress scheme. This Agreement and establishment of the Scheme is an 

acknowledgement that sexual abuse suffered by children in institutional settings is wrong 

and should not have happened. 

3. This Agreement continues the cooperation between the Parties on the establishment of a 

National Redress Scheme for institutional child sexual abuse, and outlines each Party's 

commitment towards achieving a survivor-focused, best practice, and simple Scheme. 

4. The Parties agree the objective of providing redress for survivors'of child sexua.l abuse is to 

recognise and alleviate the Impact of past institutional child sexual abuse and related abuse, 

and to respond to the recommendations contained In the Redress and Civil LitIgation Report' 

ofthe Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. 

5. This Agreement reflects the commitment of the Parties to support the Implementation of 

the Scheme and in turn, provide support and justice for survivors. 

6. This Agreement sets out the roles and responsibilities of the Parties under the Scheme. 

7. This Agreement is to be read In conjunction with Scheme legislation (as defined in clause 16) 

'and other relevant Commonwealth, state and territory legislation. It is anticipated that the 

National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Bill 2018 will be introduced 

into the Commonwealth Parliament In late May 2018. 
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PART 1 - OPERATIVE PROVISIONS 

Parties 

8. This agreement is between: 

a) the Commonwealth of Australia (the "Commonwealth"); and 

b) the States and Territories, being: 

The State of New South Wales 

The State of Victoria 

The State of Queensland 

The State of Western Australia 

The State of South Australia 

The State of Tasmania 

The Australian Capital Territory, and 

The Northern Territory 

(together, "the Parties"). 

Term of this Agreement 
9. This Agreement will commence for each Party as soon as it is signed by them. This may 

occur before! on or after the commencement date of the Scheme. This Agre!=ment will 

expire qn 30 June 2028, unless terminated earlier or extended as agreed in"writing by the 

Parties. 

10. Commitments under this Agreement which refer to participating government institutions, 

only apply to Parties that have partiCipating government institutions declared. 

Enforceab i1ity 
11. The Parties do not intend any of the provisions of this Agreement to be legally enforceable. 

However, that does not lessen the Parties' commitment to this Agreement. 
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Delegations 

12. The relevant Commonwealth Minister with portfolio responsibility for the Scheme is 

authorised to agree to amendments.to this Agreement and schedules to this Agreement in 

accordance with Part 5 - Governance Arrangements. 

13. Respective state and territory Ministers with portfolio responsibility for the Scheme are 

authorised to agree to amendments to this Agreement and schedules to this Agreement in 

accordance with Part 5 - Governance Arrangements. 
i. 

Definitions 

14. In this Agreement} unless the contrary appears: 

a} where a word or phrase has a defined meaning} any grammatical form of that word has 

a corresponding meaning} 

b) a reference to legislation or a legislative provision includes a reference to any 

amendment} substitution or re-enactment of that legislation or provision} and 

c) the singular includes the plural and vice versa. 

15. Terms in this agreement will have the same meaning as in Scheme legislation. 

16. In this Agreement} unless the contrary appears: 

Confidential Information means Information that: 

i. The Parties know} or ought to know is confidential} or 

jj. The Parties agree in writing after the commencement of this Agreement is 

confidential information for the purpose of this Agreement. 

For the avoidance of doubt, Confidential Information does not include Protected 

Information as defined in the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual 

Abuse Bill 2018. An example of Confidential Information would be a policy position 

shared by a Party on an issue that has arisen in the course ofthe Scheme. 

The assessment framework policy guidelines for the monetary redress payment Is 

Confidential Information. 

Scheme legislation means: 

• the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Bill 2018 

(the National Redress Scheme Bill) 

• the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Act 2018 
(the National Redress Scheme Act) 

• the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse Rules 2018 

(the Rules)} and 

• State referral or adoption legislatIon, which will be in substantially the same 

terms as: 

o the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse 

(Commonwealth Powers) Bill 2018 (NSW), and 

o the National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child Sexual Abuse 
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2018 (NSW). 
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PART 2 - OBJECTIVES 

Role and purpose of this Agreement 
17. This Agreement provides the foundation for governments to work together to implement 

the Scheme. This Agreement will be signed by any state that seeks to become a participating 

state to the Scheme, the territories and the Commonwealth. 

18. Non-government institutions are not Parties to this agreement but each participating 

non-government Institution will enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

Commonwealth, as part of opting in to the Scheme. 

19. In addition, this Agreement provides Parties with the framework for delivering the Scheme 

by setting out: 

a) roles and responsibilities of the Commonwealth and participating state and territory 

governments 

b) governance arrangements 

c) financial arrangements 

d) implementation arrangements, and 

e) Scheme operational arrangements. 

Objects of the Redress Scheme 
20. The National Redress Scheme Bill and the National Redress Scheme Act set out the objects 

of the Scheme. 

21. The main objects of the Scheme are to recognise and alleviate the impact of past 

institutional child sexual abuse and related abuse, and provide justice for the survivors of 

that abuse. 

PART 3 - ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Shared roles and responsibilities 
22. The Commonwealth and states and territories which have had participating government 

institutions declared will: 

a) work collaboratively to deliver redress from participating institutions to eligible survivors 

b) share information and data, subject to this Agreement and privacy requirements, to 

promote a best practice and survivor-focused Scheme 

c) monitor the progress of the Scheme's implementation and outcomes 

d) identify and seek to resolve issues in a timely manner where Scheme arrangements are 

having unintended impacts, and 

e) participate In the Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board and the Redress Scheme 

Committee. 
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Roles and responsibilities of the Commonwealth 

23. The Commonwealth will: 

a) Introduce the National Redress Scheme Bill and support its passage through the 

Commonwealth Parliament 

b) appoint independent decision makers to assess and make determinations on Scheme 

applications 

c) administer the Scheme through the Commonwealth Department of Human Services 

d) deliver direct personal responses to its survivors in accordance with the Direct Personal 

Response Framework 

e) fulfil reporting obligations as set out in Part 4 -Implementation Arrangements 

f) fulfil agreed financial obligations in accordance with Part 6 - Financial Arrangements 

g) chair and provide secretariat support for the Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance 

Board and the Redress Scheme Committee, and 

h) fund and conduct a review of the Scheme in consultation with participating state and 

territory governments that have declared participating government institutions, in 

accordance with Scheme legislation. 

Roles and responsibilities of state and territory governments 

24. Each participating state and territory government that intends to have participating 

government Institutions declared will: 

a) if a state I introduce legislation to refer to the Commonwealth Parliament the text 

reference and the amendment reference, or adopt the relevant version of the National 

Redress Scheme Act once enacted and refer the amendment reference, in accordance 

with s 51(xxxvil) of the Constitution 

b) deliver direct personal responses to Its survivors In accordance with the Direct Personal 

Response Framework 

c) fl,flfil reporting obligations as set out in Part 4 - Implementation Arrangements 

d) fulfil agreed financial obligations in accordance with Part 6 - Financial Arrangements 

e) elect one of the options set out in Part 7 - The Scheme, relating to the provision of 

counselling and psychological care (CPC) to survivors 

f) participate in the review of the Scheme, and 

g) participate in the Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board. 

25. Each state that is a participating state but does not Intend to declare participating 

government institutions will: 

a) introduce legislation to refer to the Commonwealth Parliament the text reference and 

the amendment reference, or adopt the relevant version of the National Redress 

Scheme Act once enacted and refer the amendment reference, in accordance with 

s 51(xxxvii) of the Constitution 

b) elect one of the options set out in Part 7 - The Scheme, relating to the prOVision of CPC 

to survivors, and 

c) participate in the Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board. 
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Operational procedures 
26. A Participating Institutions Manual will be provided to participating institutions to guide the 

day-to-day operations of the Scheme. It will be drafted and managed in partnership with 

participating institutions and available on Scheme commencement. 

PART 4 -IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS 

Reporting 
27. The Commonwealth will provide states and territories which have had participating 

government institutions declared With: 

a) an individual quarterly report on applications made under the Scheme that relate to 

their participating government institutions. It will include information on the number of 

completed applications, number of completed internal reviews of decisions, the 

proportion of affirmed decisions, the proportion of accepted offers, the average 

payment amount, the composition of payments, the number 'of applicants that have 

been determined not entitled to redress under the criminal convictions policy, the 

number of applications in which the state or territory acted as funder of last resort, and 

the number of applications to be processed, and 

b) six monthly reports including whole of Scheme statistics on average processing 

timeframes, average payment rates, the number of applications per jurisdiction} the 

number of applications for which jurisdictions are responsible, the number of 

applications for which non-government (nstitutions are responsible and the proportion 

of approved applications for redress under the Scheme. 

28. States and territories that have participating government institutions declared will provide 

the Commonwealth with annual reports on the number and type of direct personal 

responses they have delivered. 

29. Participating state and territory governments that have elected to deliver CPC services 

directly will provide the Commonwealth with annual reports on the provision of CPC 

services to survivors, including details about the number of survivors who have engaged in 

epe in the year and the number of hours accessed. 

Confidential Information 
30. Subject to clause 31, a Party must not disclose Confidential Information to anyone} without 

the prior written consent of the Party that provided them with the information. Confidential 

Information includes, for example, the deliberations of the Ministers' Redress Scheme 

Governance Board (see clause 43). 

31. A Party can disclose Confidential Information to the extent that it: 

a) is disclosed to its internal management personnel, solely to enable effective 

management or auditing of the Scheme 
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b) is disclosed by the Commonwealth In response to a request by a Hciuse or a Committ~e 

of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia or by a state or territory in 

response to a request by a House or Committee of its Parliament} or its Legislative 

Assembly 

c} is shared within a Party} or with another agency, where this serves the Commonwealth's 

or a state or territory's legitimate interests 

d) is authorised or required by law to be disclosed} or 

e) is In the public domain otherwise than due to a breach of this Agreement. 

32. Where a Party discloses Confidential Information to another person under clause 31 they 

must: 

a) notify the receiving person that the information is confidential, and 

b) not provide the information unless the receiving person agrees to keep the information 

confidential. 

33. A Party receiving Confidential Information will take all reasonable steps to ensure that the 

Confidential Information of the other Party Is pro'tected at all times from any unauthorised 

use or access and to immediately notify the other Party if the receiving Party becomes 

aware of any unauthorised access to, or use or disclosure of Confidential Information. 

Privacy 
34. In exchanging information under this Agreement, officials need to ~e aware of their 

obligations under privacy legislation. 

PART 5 - GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

Variation of this Agreement 
35. This Agreement, and schedules to this Agreement, may be amended at any time by 

agreement in writing by all the Parties. 

Review of this Agreement 
36. The Parties may review the operation and objectives of this Agreement following the review 

of the Scheme outlined in the Scheme legislation, or as otherwise agreed by the Parties 

through the Redress Scheme Governance Board. 

Withdrawal and Termination of this Agreement 
37. The Partles agree that withdrawal from this Agreement will be a measure of last resort. 

38. A Party that ceases to be a participating state under the Scheme legislation Immediately 

ceases to be a Party to this Agreement. 
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39. A Party to the Agreement that is not terminating a reference or its adoption (including a 

territory government) may indicate its intent to withdraw from this Agreement at any time 

by notifying all other Parties in writing of its intention to do so. A Party that proposes to 

withdraw will give at least three months' notice of Its intention to withdraw, 

40. Following notification of a Party's intention to withdraw from this Agreement under 

clause 39, the terms of withdrawal, including the date on which the Party will cease to be a 

Party, and arrangements necessary because of the withdrawal, will be negotiated in good 

faith and agreed between the Commonwealth and the Party intending to withdraw from 

this Agreement. 

41. If a Party withdraws, this Agreement will continue between all remaining Parties. 

Counterparts 

42. This Agreement may be executed in any number of c0unterparts. All counterparts, taken 

together, constitute this Agreement. A Party may execute this Agreement by signing any 

counterpart. 

Governance Structure 
43. The Ministers' Redress Scheme Governance Board (the Board) for the Scheme Will be 

established and commence operation on commencement of the Sch~me. See Schedule A for 

details on the membership, purpose and operation of the Board. 

44. The Redress Scheme Committee (the Committee) will be established and commence 

operation on commencement of the Scheme. See Schedule B for details on the purpose and 

objectives of the Committee. 

45. The Terms of Reference for the Board and Committee are set out in Schedules A and B to 

this Agreement. 

46. Senior officials from participating state and territory governments will form an 

Inter-jurisdictional Committee (!JC), whose purpose will be to support the Board through the 

provision of advice. The IJC will meet on an as needs basis to specifically discuss key emerging 

policy, operational and communication issues and provide advice to the Board on amendments 

to Scheme legislation, rules and policy gUidelines. 

47. The Commonwealth Minister responsible for redress may reconvene the Independent 

Advisory Council on Redress (lAC) for particular advisory purposes at any time in the future. 

Dispute Resolution 

48. Any Party may give notice in writing to other Parties of a dispute under this Agreement. 

49. Officials of relevant Parties will attempt to resolve any dispute in the first instance. 
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50. If a dispute is unable to be resolved by officials, it may be escalated to relevant Ministers on 

the Board. 

Referral Legislation 

51. The National Redress Scheme Act will establish the Scheme outlined in this Agreement. 

52. For a state to become a participating state, the Parliament of the state will need to refer to 

the Commonwealth Parliament the text reference and the amendment reference, or adopt 

the relevant version of the National Redress Scheme Act once enacted and refer the 

amendment reference, in accordance with s 51(xxxvli) of the Constitution. 

53. Once at least one state has enacted Its State Referral Act, the Commonwealth will support 

passage of the National Redress Scheme Bill through the Commonwealth Parliament. 

54. The Commonwealth accepts that a state may choose to refer power (or adopt the relevant 

version of the National Redress Scheme Act) to enable the Scheme to operate where abuse 

occurred in its jurisdiction, without committing to declaring its state institutions as 

participating. In these cases, the state will be a participating state but will not have any 

participating government institutions declared (see definitioh) for the purposes of funding 

redress or delivering the direct personal response component of redress. 

Ministerial declarations 

55. Participating state and territory governments that wish to have participating government 

institutions declared are required to specify which government Institutions they agree to 

being declared under the Scheme, In accordance with the Scheme Legislation, and may do 

this by specifying a list of institutions by class. 

56. The Commonwealth Minister responsible for redress will declare the specified government 

institutions participating institutions where the relevant requirements are met, which 

includes the consent of the relevant state or territory minister. The Minister's declaration 

will be in the form of a notifiable instrument (which is not disallowable). 

PART 6 - FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

57. The Scheme will operate on a 'responsible entity pays' basis, as recommended by the Royal 

Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse .. Parties will fund the cost of 

providing redress to each eligible survivor for whom one of their participating government 

institutions is responsible. This includes the monetary payment, access to CPC and costs 

associated with delivering direct personal responses. 

58. The Commonwealth will contribute to Scheme administration costs, which include funding 

of specialist support services for survivors (as outlined in clauses 73'-77) as well as the costs 

of processing applications. 
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59. Participating institutions, including participating government institutions, that are 

determined to be responsible for abuse will pay an administrative charge, set at 7.5 per cent 

of the total value of the institution's gross liability for redress payments made in relation to 

that abuse in each quarter. 

60. Participating institutions, including participating government institutions, will also be 

required to pay a per-claim a contribution towards legal support costs, delivered by the 

Scheme's legal support services. This amount will be $1,000 for each claim for which the 

institution is the only liable participating institution, or a portion of the $1,000 contribution 

proportionate to the institution's share of the redress payment where it is jointly 

responsible for providing redress with another institution or institutions. This amount does 

not include any GST, and no GST will be charged. These costs are directly attributable to 

supporting eligible applicants to access legal support. The Commonwealth will fund all 

remaining costs for legal support services. 

61. Parties will be invoiced in arrears on a quarterly basis. The quarterly invoice will include the 

total amount owed and the total number of applicants who have been paid in the quarter 

broken down by CPC contribution, redress payment, legal support contribution and 

administrative charge along with details for payment. This approach ensures Parties will not 

have to make up front contributions to the Scheme based on estimated exposure to claims. 

62. The per claim administrative charge will be reviewed by the Scheme Operator in accordance 

with the requirements under the Scheme legislation to ensure it accurately reflects the costs 

being recovered. The first review of the administration fee will be conducted as part of the 

legislated second anniversary Scheme review. Subsequent reviews of the administrative 

charge will be undertaken as agreed by the Board. 

PART 7 - THE SCHEME 

63. The National Redress Scheme Act establishes the National Redress Scheme for Institutional 

Child 5;exual Abus,e. It provides the legislative basis for entitlement, participation, how to 

obtain redress, offers and acceptance of redress, provision of redress, funding, funder'of last 

resort and other administrative matters. 

Responsibility for redress 
64. A participating institution will be responsible for redress if the abuse occurred in 

circumstances where the institution is, or should be treated as being, primarily or equally, 

responsible for the abuse. 

Responsibility prior to self~government of territories 
65. The Commonwealth is responsible for providing redress to survivors who experienced child 

sexual abuse in government institutional contexts in the Northern Territory and the 

Australian Capital Territory pre self-government. That is prior to 1 July 1978 in the Northern 

Territory and prior to 11 May 1989 in the Australian Capital Territory. 
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66. For applications to the Scheme that relate to government institutions prior to self

government In the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory, the Scheme wIll 

contact the relevant Commonwealth agency. That agency will then determine whether it 

needs to seek records from the relevant territory government. 

Funder of last resort arrangements 

67. A Party will act as funder of last resort where: 

a) a participating gov,ernment Institution of that Party is equally responsible with a non

government institution, 

b) the equally responsible non-government Institution no longer exists and has not been 

subsumed by another institution, and 

cl the relevant Party agrees to act as funder of last resort. 

68. Parties will not agree to act as funder of last resort where there exists another participating 

non-government institution which would reasonably be expected to assume liability for the 

non-existent responsible non-government institution. For example, where the institution 

that no longer ,exists would have fallen under a national body that still exists, that national 

body would be expected to assume liability for the defunct Institution rather than a 

government stepping in as funder of last resort. 

69. Where funder of last resort arrangements applYI the Party that shares responsibility will pay 

the equal share of costs that the non-government Institution would have otherwise paid. 

Release from civil liability 
70. Survivors receiving redress under the Scheme will be required to release the responsible 

participating institution(s)1 their associates and the officials of these institutions (other than 

the abuser) from all civil liability in relation to all instances of child sexual abuse, and related 

non-sexual abuse within scope of the Scheme. This will be a condition of accepting any 

components of redress under the Scheme. 

71. Where a participating in'stitution has been released from civil liability either at common law 

or under another payment scheme In relation to the abuse they have been found liable for 

under the Scheme, then that release and any confidentiality provisions, cannot be relied 

upon for the limited purpose of determining the payment amount that a survivor may be 

entitled to under the Scheme. 

72. Parties agree that their participating government instit,utions will waive their rights under 

prior releases to the extent necessary, and will not take action against survivors for failing to 

comply with the prior release simply on the basis that the survivor has applied for redress 

and notified the scheme of informatiqn relevant to their application including a prior 

payment received. All other conditions under existing releases with survivors will remain. 
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Specialist support services 
73. There will be three components of support provided to survivors, including access to 

community-based support services, financial counselling support and legal support services. 

These services will be available over the life of the Scheme to survivors engaging with the 

Scheme. 

74. Redress Support Services (RSS) will give survivors timely and seamless access to trauma

informed and culturally appropriate community-based support services throughout their 

engagement with the Scheme. This may Include providing assistance to prepare an 

application, help with understanding the application process, providing referrals to other 

services including counselling services, and support during the delivery of the Direct 

Personal Response by responsible institutions. RSS will be available through Commonwealth 

funded community-based support services to survivors over the life of the Scheme. RSS will 

be available nationally and will use face-to!..face, telephone, online and outreach services to 

ensure adequate coverage. 

75. Survivors will have access to financial support services through existing Commonwealth 

funded financial support services and enhanced with information specific for survivors 

applying to the Scheme. 

76. Free legal support services will be provided through a legal service provider engaged by the 

Commonwealth. The legal support services will be available to survivors throughout their 

engagement with the Scheme. This includes assistance to understand the eligibility 

requirements and the application process, advice on participating in the Scheme, during 

completion of a survivor's application, after a survivor receives an offer of redress and elects 

to seek an internal review, and prior to signing the release from civil liability to support 

survivors to understand the effect of the release on their future legal rights. 

77. Information on these services will be available on the dedicated Scheme website. 

Counselling and psychological care 
78. Parties agree that survivors found eligible under the Scheme, and who have signed the 

release from civil liability, will have the opportunity to access CPC to address the Impact of 

their experience. 

79. Parties agree to provide survivors residing in their state or territory with access to CPC by 

either: 

a) having survivors receive a tiered payment of $1,250, $2,500 or $5,000 (based on the 

severity of sexual abuse) to assist them in accessing epc services privately, or 

b) delivering CPC services directly to survivors and receiving a tiered payment of $1,250, 

$2,500 or $5,000 from responsible institutions for the prOVision of their services (again 

based on severity of sexual abuse). 
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80. Parties who elect to deliver services directly to survivors agree to adhere to the national 

service standards for the provision of epe contained In Schedule e to this Agreement. 

81. The following arrangements will apply where a state or territory fails to meet the national 

service standards: 

a) The Scheme Operator as defined under the Scheme legislation (Scheme Operator) will 

notify the state or territory if they are concerned that it Is not adhering to the agreed 

service standards for the delivery of epe. The Soheme Operator will provide the state or 

territory with sufficient particulars of the concern for the state or territory to 

understand and respond. 

b) The state or territory will have 60 days to respond to the identified concerns and 

demonstrate that It is adhering to the agreed service standards for the delivery of epe 
including by outlining how any issues Identified with service delivery have been rectified. 

c) If the concerns continue, the matter will be brought to the Ministers' Redress Scheme 

Governance Board for a decision as to how the dispute should be resolved. 

82. Parties agree to the following arrangements if a survivor moves to another jurisdiction after 

maKing an application for redress under the Scheme: 

a) Parties who el<?ct to deliver epe services will not be required to offer services to 

survivors who have received a lump sum payment for epc. 
b) Parties who elect to deliver epe services will provide telephone and/or internet services 

at the request of the survivor if they move to another Jurisdiction, as a minimum 

delivery standard. 

c) Parties who elect to deliver epe services will manage the transfer of survivors moving to 

another jurisdiction also delivering epc services in accordance with agreements entered 

into between those Jurisdictions (if any), at the survivor's request. 

Direct personal response 
83. Parties agree that survivors who are entitled to redress under the Scheme, and who have 

signed the release from civil liability, should have the opportunity to receive a direct 

personal response from the responsible participating institution(s), if they choose It. 

84. Parties that have had participating Institutions declared agree to adhere to the Direct 

Personal Response Framework. 
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Signed for and on behalf of the Commonwealth 
of Australia by 

Jf. Cd d1 {. ~<L 
The Honourable Michael McCormack MP 
Acting Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of 
Australia 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the 
State of New South Wales by 

The I:lonourable Gladys Berejiklian MP 
Premier of the State of New South Wales 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the 
State of Queensland by 

The Honourable Annastacia Palaszczuk MP 
Premier of the State of Queensland 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the 
State of South,Australia by 

The Honourable Steven Marshal! MP 
Premier of the State of South Australia 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the Australian Capital 
Territory by 

The Honourable AndreW Barr MlA 
Chief Minister of the Australian Capital Territory 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the 
State of Victoria by 

The Honourable Daniel Andrews MP 
Premier of the State of Victoria 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of 

5 te of Weste (st;'AY ? 

The Honourable Mark McGo an MlA 
Premier of the state.-r Wrt~rn Australia 

Date I J I 7{ ( g 

the 

Signed for and on behalf of the 
State of Tasmania by 

The Honourable Will Hodgman MP 
Premier ofthe State of Tasmania 

Date 

Signed for and on behalf of the Northern 
Territory by 

The Honourable Michael Gunner MLA 
Chief Minister of the Northern Territory of Australia 

Date 
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Schedule A 

MINISTERS' REDRESS SCHEME GOVERNANCE BOARD 
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':~ta;t~s ,tb~·~·~~.ve. r.~.f~rre~ ~~~.i~ .. P9W~\~·. (()r.Cld,9.P!t.ed:ih~:r~!~~.~·~~Y~·t~i~·n.~t t.q~j~ati,()~.a.i. ~~:d.;~s.? ::. 
::Scheme Act).b.~y do n~t ~.ecia(~ "~lJyp.9rticip~ting ·g9Y,~r.nm~n.t institdti~n's :Wiii~~:n!Y.·h~~e:·v.p.HD·g: .... 
';i~'bt~ in. r:el~ti~n .t~.cha(1g~:~·.t~ ·pr.hJ~ar.Y·.I.~g!~lati~~th·a.t;~~~ifi~;iiyj~pact th:~i'r r.~.f~~r~:i:·~~d:.·; '. . 
~h~·ng.~s.to:th~·:g~verri~~.~~a'~·~?Qg~rn.~nt~. .. .. \:-.~~ ::'. '.":';: :: ... ': : '.:'.:::'>.': .... : :':.::" '." "'; .': ":' :' .:' ::.';:' . 

. ' " 

Matters reqL)irit)g consi.d.~r~tio.n by the Board wlil b~ sulJj~ct. to eith:er a unan.lmous or a tw·o.~stag~ . 
~~'ting P~~·G~~~. ": ..... ". ':.:'" . . . . '::-.: '. 
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Unanimity wiH ,b!,! reqlJJre~Jprc;h~rme?',c!,l!minaJilJg,in InGre;:!~e,q 'particip,<;\H(),n, cp~ts. tQ ~t~t~.s'~nd : ' 
t~rrii~r.i'es and :a~y major ~'e'sign d'e~i~i'ons. :F.or e~aP1p.le:':" ' ,<',:, :,," ," ::,: ';:':' ': >'" 

: ,~: " ch,ang~s tp th'e a~ministrCJtiv,e',~h~'~g~' ':':,': ' :. :.. :',: ,:" ", 
',.,,' "., :'\ ":" .. ::.:,"\. "': .. ~. ';'" ':"':':'" ::-.;:. '.: .,':';'.::: " ':, ... ,' .... : .:\ ',", . ;.:, .. : .. ~ : .. ~:::: .. ;:>:.~ .. :.: ... ~ .",' . ;" "\ 

.,·changes to the maximum redresspaymeht amounL' " '" ,', "'. . "" "" 

".': '. :,,:;~,:, .:"'~~~"r~,~~~ ~p' ;~h:~:~~~~,~?~m~Ht.~ff.~~:¥~b./k;~,~:~~:~',9,~t.,i:n:tr,~.~',s~,~m~;:'i.~~i.i.(~;ti?R/'0.'~!.f:~)f.: .. ~~~'8',\·:, 
''', '~o work oUt1:he arno.untpfredn~ss 'p'aymen't al)d $h~r.iOg,of c,os,t~' :;.," '.' . ':: '>"",<:"',::" ': :.; ',;, 

~. " : ::'::' .. 
' .... '. . ".:'::::'~:'.:" :": . : ,::. ;:':. 

:, . .' .... <~.::;': . .}~:~.,/,~:?: :",:',::,:~~'<:"'<:"'.:" -:' "".:.',' ...... '.: '" ' 
, ',' .',,' ,,:;.;,:: f,,~';:i.\.')/,:/<,\~:i:.\:::::'~ 

. 't • '.~' • . ' • • . .', 

. ';" ".', ' .... ,' ... 
;~ 

FtnlW ,Con$ult\ng in Septei:n,b{:lr 20:1,7, wblch WilFbg useda.~ t~{:l bCl,'?i~Jor:~c,at9ul,atJr:lg :~h~'75. :p!';!.r:,,~~,rit: 

l~~1!:~I;~~d~~\~:~U~i~%~;'Re:cent.~e';~J:;~I~;;~'\ i:;:\:;:,;:,;'";;;::::~~Tii~;,\l~i].::~~i~;}i 
VJ.c::,:".· ' ">,:',::,,'5,2$0, ,·:,:)?,O.36%,: 
bIp. ... ' :"":':'5)j~O ': """";""":\"19;36%' 

,:V/A"·· ,»" "':',',:'2j395' ::-',''; "'·, .. ;·,': ... ·.'9.22%' ',':. ' ... ', 

'sA:;:':: '.' ,'. ":'>,:':'i;~90" ,,' .': ' .:' •. :,:6.51%: 
~ '. ". 

J"A?·.... '.'"'~~·,':·1/~15.: .. ;-. '. '. " .. ;. :',: '4.29%. " " 

" " 

'c::with:: . """':955' · .. ·::"~;68%:: '" . 

NT::'; , " 330 ,'1.27%" 

ACT:' ':. ' '.225,.,0.87%., 

total" " 25,890 100% 
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t:,ac.h.pqrty~x~.~Pt fpr th~ .~9mr.nQ!1\~~,:~?!th. Will)laye.qr,eyot¥! :If.a p<;lrty..is repr~~E:rit.e.d .. b.Y,P1.9J~ . :: .. 
tQ:a,ri .~~~ ·m~:m~~.r :c:Jfth~ .~()~r~L~h~·t,,~n.ly 9.r~. Vq:t~ f9.r.th~.tpqrwj$ ,tilJ?:.~~b.~!tt~·ci.~J~: th.~ .~y,~.r1t. 
that multi'pi~ vot~s.~~esubmitt~d· by ~n~'P.a·rtYlthe·.vo·te· .6.fthe ie~d .m~mbe·~:~h~li· be ,tr.e~·t~d'a~ .: 
1~·fv9t.~: 6.n~~.(ti:tWh'.,·· ... ... :~~;.-:.:.~<.> .. -- .". : .. --:'::(;:.:,;.:?;<.\:,:.: ... :. "'.: :-:. .... : ::;.> ':·::;':~:::'.;:S'·'::··'·::·::·.~·:.;·>}/:::· ::: : 

0h~~~ ~.: J~·r.~=; 6n th~ ·ti~~rq· ~bs·t~·in/f~o.m'v~.~·ing:;~·_~.:iat~,~;,:~~;~n'.th~y·.~r~ ia'l~~.~ :~~t-~b. 'b~~a' . , 
"::',,: .':', 

',': 

.' . 
. :-

.:' 

.;\,.;. 

., ..... '. 
'.' • co~hi~~'ic~t'ions ca~paig~' :.:':;.:.: ' .. :. . .. ,::: .. :::.' :.> .. ; 

',. , .:": 
": ..... . 

"",' 
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Schedule B 

REDRESS SCHEME COMMITTEE 

• '"" .'.::\ "', ',<, ~,' ••• ':." ··~·x·~";·::·'~"/"::";:\~:~ '-:'.:":\ :';'.~:';:~:.~.'. ::: ,:'" 
M:m~:~:r,~. :,:' :. :,' . c'" 7. .,:, '. ., ", .• ".' •• ..;.: •• : , •• .; ,. ':. ,':::~<'~::.'.;,:.';:.:~.:., 
·T~.e ·Co,in.tylltte.~ will b,~ .chaireq by'a :Comrnonw~aJth. r.epn~~ent~~iv~.:.~n~ comprj~~ ·s.~tHo.r.:offlcials ",. 
qf'~'ll: p~r~·i~jp~~.i~g gQv.~rn.~eriJs~D.c:l nOn~go\f~r·nm~.n.t.tn~ti~~ti9nsjN~ls).:~~rti~IP?~i.Di;,'::. '::;'.:':: 
ig9.:v~/nm~qt~':~.n~::NNIS· 0.i·ii :q,~' ih~::~im~:pfppiIn~)D .i9..,~h'Ei, ~:~~~.~.~~7n'9:,iTii.P~~t~,q:;~Rpr9.P.ticit~.·, ~ ... :':' . 
:~:~e.n.i9;:J.ndiY!du?l(f~o~ 'tb'eir p~a'~ ,bqd'yy.,h~r~".()n.~ :~xist~),\y'·h~\NJ.H'r~·p.res~ht th.e·Ir:'·i9Y~r·rmypt or, 
:if9t:N~/s~.·:th~JriQ.s~JtYtio.n/~,9.~·t~:~:R§c ... jh.~·C.9.ryj.m'8~~~~It.b. Qip'·~.~~~~t p.f.HY~~~.~':S~rv.i~~i; '9$ . 
::~h~'~genc'y r~~ponsil:>l.eJor th~qelivery pf the s{:h~rnI'lJ will p.artl~ipaie oD·the RS~ .a.~ nee,d!:d ... · . 
. . ,::.:,::", ': ';', . \ .. ", :.; .'.' '.. :'.' . ' ... "',,'., . . . . ': .:., .;. " '" .,,. " ,', ::"':" ",:" 

.. ' . ,. 
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·fy1.embers ,are exp.ected to. work cpp.peratively .an~ .focus on t~e. policy Intent of the Sc~~mel 
pr.~Yi.de .c!~?r r~p~~.sgntAti.on. on ~hejrit~·r.e,stspfthE\ir. io~ti.t~ti~n, r·esp.·~~t tb~·.~·Qnfident·ial)tycir.· . 

~f~b,r:tiq;, ,.~~},,,iar~'~~;v~!~,i~q;n;Il;~,~in;\~r,~i\,~:nifj~f!";'ti;:j~s, .'.;' .•••• ~, ••. :: •.•..... ,',' 
It.is the resP.Q!1~ibili.ty qf;the parti.c.ip~ting .in.stlt.l1tion .tP. ens0re .th,£:! SCbf~rn·(;l.js. Pfo.vid.e.d with. any . :.:. 

. ,.,.', . '. \ . . . . 
:"' . 

. ....' . ::.: .. : 

'::":':", .:',:.': " 

'" ',.: ~ 
'.'.:: . . ', . 

'.., " .. " .... 
~' ,':: ... :::" : 

": .. , 
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Schedule C 

NATIONAL SERVICE STANDARDS FOR THE PROVISION OF 

STATE AND/OR TERRITORY BASED COUNSELLING AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE (CPC) 

In electing to deliver counselling and psychological care (CPC) services a Jurisdiction will be required 
to commit to service standards consistent with guiding principles for service systems outlined In the 
Royal Commission's Final Report. These include for services to be collaborative, available, accessible,· 
high quality and inclusive oJ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander healing approaches. 

. . 
Based on these principles, the jurisdiction will be required to commit to the following service 
standards in the delivery of CPC to survivors. 

1. Make the first point of contact with referred survivors by providing them with information 
about their services (i.e. how to access the services and what is available etc.) 

2 .. Do not require referred survivors to complete a new application form disclosing their 
experience to access services. 

3. Provide a minimum of 20 hours of epe to survivors, at their election, over the course of the 
survivor's lifetime. 

4. Provide access to CPC for all survivors entitled to redress under the Scheme, Including rural, 
regional and remote areas. 

5. The preferences of the survivor will be taken into account when developing a plan for their 
care. 

6. Providers will be qualified and appropriately skilled in working with survivors with complex 
trauma, have an understanding of the effects of institutional child sexual abuse and be 
registered with a relevant professional association. 

7. Maintain appropriate oversight, monitoring and review of epc service delivery and ensure 
survivors have access to a complaints mechanism for the CPC services, including referrals to 
relevant professional organisations. 

8. Provide a range of delivery options to meet the needs of different survivors (for example, 
face to face, phone, onHne video chat, mobile apps and group therapy). 

9. Support survivors with complex and additional needs with referrals to other providers with 
specialist expertise. 

10. Be culturally appropriate and consider the diversity of the survivor such as needs related to 
disability, gender, sexuality and language. 

11. Provide culturally appropriate CPC for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander survivors. 
12. The Scheme should provide survivors with clear and accessible information on the 

availability of CPC, which should be made in a non-intrusive, compassionate and helpful 
manner. 

13. Use best efforts to provide to the Scheme Operator data on the usage of services by 
survivors, including information regarding the number of referrals made to funded agencies 
by survivors entitled to redress, and Information on complaints. 
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14. Any evaluation and monitoring of the redress scheme should extend to the provision of CPC 
services. 

15. It is acknowledged that in some circumstances it may be Impractical or impossible for the 
. jurisdiction to comply with some or all of these standards. These circumstances may include 

where the survivor (a) cannot be contacted despite the jurisdiction's best efforts; (b) has 
moved interstate or overseas; (c) is detained in a correctional or other secure facility; or (d) 
is otherwise incapacitated. 
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